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Abstract—We consider a relay clustering system using decode and forward (DF) relaying, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), and transmit maximal ratio combining
beamforming (TMRC-BF) at the relays. We address channel
estimation at the destination for the above system. A cluster
pairing scheme with corresponding pilot designs is proposed.
It reduces both necessary pilot overhead and computational
complexity by half. Simulation results show that if the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) of pilots for channel estimation for TMRCBF at the relays is kept above a threshold (5 dB below the SNR of
the pilots sent to the destination by the cluster pairing strategy),
nearly optimal channel estimation performance can be achieved.
Index Terms—Relay, pilot designs, channel estimation, relay
cluster pairing, TMRC-BF.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ELAY systems expand coverage ranges and provide
diversity/throughput enhancements [1]–[5], yet often
channel state information (CSI) is needed. Recently, relay
clustering has been studied in [6], [7] to enhance system
throughput and reduce outage probability, but CSI estimation
with relay clustering has not been addressed in existing works
on relay CSI acquisition [8]–[12]. For multiple-input singleoutput (MISO) systems, TMRC-BF is an effective diversity
scheme to boost the transmit SNR [13]–[15]. By exploiting
the knowledge of CSI at the transmitter, it coherently combines the channel gains and enhances transmission reliability.
However, relay clustering combined with TMRC-BF has not
been studied, and we address it here.
In this paper, we consider an OFDM-based DF relay system.
TMRC-BF is used at the relays in order to improve reliability
while relay clustering is employed for multiplexing gains. We
develop CSI acquisition and pilot designs for the above system. In particular, we find that TMRC-BF causes the effective
channel experienced by transmitted signal to be about twice
as long and non-causal. Traditional CSI acquisition methods
would need to significantly increase the pilot overhead to
accurately estimate this effective channel. Inspired by the realvalue property of the equivalent channel after TMRC-BF, we
propose a new cluster pairing strategy with corresponding pilot
designs. The new scheme reduces both pilot overhead and
computational complexity by half.
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROPOSED S TRATEGY
We consider a multiple relay OFDM system with a single
source and single destination using time division duplexing.
The DF relays (Rk , k = 0, . . . , ÑR − 1) each have NRk
antennas, the source S has NS antennas, and the destination
(D) is with a single antenna. We use I or J to represent
node (S, Rk , or D) and Ij to denote the jth antenna of node
I. Each node has knowledge of the number of antennas at
each node as well as the cluster structure. OFDM system
has N subcarriers and a sufficient cyclic prefix (CP) is
used to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI). During the CSI
acquisition and associated data transmission, the channels
remain static. The sample-spaced channel impulse response
(CIR) hIj −Jm between any transmit and receive antenna pair
(Ij − Jm ) has maximum length L. For instance, stacking the
channels from all transmit antennas of S to Rkj , we have
T

∈ C LNS ×1
hS−Rkj = hTS0 −Rk hTS1 −Rk . . . hTSN −1 −Rk
j
j
j
S
as the channel vector from S to the jth receive antenna of
Rk . For a general link from all transmit antennas of node I
to Jm , the time-domain received signal y Jm ∈ C N ×1 is
y Jm = (QI + X I )hI−Jm + nJm ,

(1)

where QI = [QI1 , · · · , QIj , · · · , QIN ] is the circulant time
I
domain pilot matrix. The first column of submatrix QIj ∈
C N ×L contains the time domain pilot vector. X I is the data
matrix defined similar to QI ∈ C N ×(LNI ) . nJm is zero-mean
complex Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix σJ2m I.
The relays are divided into M clusters, {Cl : l =
0, . . . , M − 1}. Each cluster forwards a subset of source
data to D but not source pilots. Each relay sends its pilots
to the destination. All clusters forward different subsets of
source data simultaneously to the destination. Within each
relay cluster, the relays transmit the same data using TMRCBF to improve reliability. The relays perform error checks
on decoded data (e.g., using cyclic redundancy check) to
prevent error propagation. If errors are found, that relay will
not transmit. The other relays in the cluster will still transmit.
The destination will receive the data and pilots and perform its
estimation and decoding the same as if all relays transmitted.
In the following, Section II-A explains how the relays
obtain the channel estimates for TMRC-BF. Section II-B
then shows the change in channel length due to TMRCBF. In Section II-C, we design pilots for the TMRC-BF
channel and propose a new coding scheme for TMRC-BF pilot
transmissions to reduce the overhead.
A. Channel Estimation for TMRC-BF at the Relays
To perform TMRC-BF, the knowledge of {hRkj −D } is
required at {Rk }. For that, the destination will transmit L†
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pilot tones to the relays. Building on the pilot designs in
[16], the data and pilots are disjoint and L† = 2log2 (L)
pilots transmitted by the destination are cyclically equi-spaced
in frequency and equi-powered to meet the optimal pilot
conditions from [16]. Rk obtains estimate of hRkj −D as
−1

QH
(2)
ĥRkj −D = QH
D QD
D z Rkj , ∀ j
where QD ∈ C N ×L is the circulant matrix containing the
pilots sent by D and z Rkj ∈ C N ×1 is the received signal
vector at Rkj . The MSE of ĥRkj −D ∈ C L×1 is


2
−1
.
(3)
MSEĥR −D = σR
Tr (QH
D QD )
k
kj

j

Under the optimal condition QH
D QD ∝ I [16], (2) and (3)
can be straightly simplified. The frequency domain channel
estimate is obtained as Ĥ Rkj −D = F L ĥRkj −D where F L is
the first L columns of the unitary DFT matrix F .
B. Relay Clustering with TMRC-BF
With TMRC-BF, the effective channel length almost doubles, leading to pilot overhead increase for traditional estimation solutions. To see this, consider how TMRC-BF is
implemented: The frequency domain transmitted pilots or
∗
[i], the complex conjugate of
data are multiplied by ĤR
kj −D
the estimate of the corresponding channel gain HRkj −D [i].
The signal is then converted to the time domain with a
CP insertion of LCP (≥ L − 1) samples. Then {Rkj }
from cluster Cl simultaneously transmit their signals to the
destination. Thus, the effective channel gain on subcarrier i,
∗
[i],
assuming negligible channel estimation error for ĤR
kj −D

2
is Hl,T [i] =
Rkj ∈Cl |HRkj −D [i]| , which is a real value.
From the following Fourier transform relationship
∗
HRkj −D [i]HR
k

j

−D [i]

↔ hRkj −D (n)  h∗Rk −D (−n), (4)
j


gRk

j

−D (n)

where  represents convolution, we have a non-causal equivalent channel gRkj −D (n) with n ∈ [−L+1, −L+2, . . . , L−1].
Applying the cyclic convolution interpretation of the time
domain OFDM signals and the effective CIR, this non-causal
CIR of length LT = 2L−1 can be rewritten as a causal CIR of
length N as g̃ Rk  [gRkj −D (0), . . . , gRkj −D (L−1), 0, . . . ,
j
0, gRkj −D (−L + 1)), . . . , gRkj −D (−1)]T . Then the effective

causal CIR vector of Cl is g̃ l = Rk ∈Cl g̃ Rk . Define
j

H l,T  F g̃ l = F T hl,T ,

j

(5)

where F T (hl,T resp.) is composed of the first L and the
last L − 1 columns of F (elements of g̃ l resp.). Then the
received signal at the destination corresponding to Cl , if
channel estimation errors are negligible, can be given as
(6)
y D = (QCl + X Cl )hl,T + nD ,
√
H
where QCl = N F Λl F T , and Λl is a diagonal matrix with
the N × 1 frequency domain pilot vector (see Section II-C for
pilot design) on the diagonal. X Cl represents the source data
subset transmitted by Cl . (6) is similar to (1) but includes
transmissions from all relays in cluster Cl .

C. Relay Cluster Pilot Design and Channel Estimation at D
Due to the application of TMRC-BF at the relays, changes
to the pilot design are needed to properly account for the
increase in the equivalent channel length.
1) Pilot Design for TMRC-BF Relay Clusters: We treat
each cluster as a virtual antenna and apply a design from
[16] (e.g., frequency division multiplexing (FDM), or code
division multiplexing in the frequency domain (CDM-F)) with
LT replacing the role of L. Each cluster reserves the same
M disjoint sets of comb-type subcarriers for pilot transmission while the other subcarriers are used for data. In FDM,
each cluster transmits pilots on one set of subcarriers and
different clusters use different sets. In CDM-F, each cluster
uses all M sets for pilots that are coded across frequency
to distinguish channels of different clusters. The optimal pilot
condition QH
Cl QCk = Eav Iδl,k [16], where Eav is the average
transmit pilot energy per antenna and δl,k is the Kronecker
delta function, suggests each pilot set contain at least LT
cyclically equi-spaced and equi-powered pilot tones. However,
as the second hop effective channel length for each cluster
increases to LT = 2L − 1, which is not a power of 2,
the optimal condition cannot be met with the minimal pilot
overhead of M LT tones. One option is that each set employs
L†T = 2log2 (LT ) cyclically equi-spaced, equi-powered pilots
to ensure the optimal pilot condition. The other option is
each set uses LT approximately cyclically equi-spaced, equipowered pilots. The first and last two designs of Table I give
examples for the first and second options, respectively.
2) Pilot Design for TMRC-BF Relays with Cluster Pairing:
Recall that the effective channel H l,T in (5) is real valued due
to TMRC-BF ideally. Exploiting this fact to reduce overhead,
we propose grouping the clusters into M/2 pairs so that the
combined effective channel of each pair spans two dimensions
in the complex space. (For odd M , the last cluster represents
an additional virtual antenna.) Regard each cluster pair as a
virtual antenna and apply the pilot design from Section II-C1.
Each relay’s NRk antennas belong to the same cluster. Within
a cluster pair n consisting of C2n and C2n+1 , C2n sends pilot
ai while C2n+1 transmits jai on subcarrier i where |ai | is
constant for all pilot tone i of the cluster pair. This gives
QC2n+1 = jQC2n

(7)

and under optimal condition we have QH
C2n QC2l = Eav Iδn,l .
With perfect CSI at the relays, the corresponding frequency
domain received signal on pilot subcarrier i at D is
YD [i] = ai (H2n,T [i] + jH2n+1,T [i]) + N [i]
 ai Hn,pair [i] + N [i], for n = 1, · · · , M/2

(8)

where N [i] is Gaussian noise. Note that hn,pair = F H
T H n,pair
has length LT . The total number of pilot tones used now
reduces from M LT to M/2 LT after pairing (or M L†T to
M/2 L†T ). The last three designs in Table I show examples
of the proposed cluster pair pilot designs. They reduce pilot
overhead by half if compared to existing designs under the
same system parameters.
3) Channel Estimation and Complexity: With perfect CSI
at the relays, the effective channel for a relay cluster to the
destination will be real-valued, while in practice errors in CSI
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TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF P ILOT S ETS FOR TMRC-BF
Conditions
N = 32, L = 2, NR = 4, FDM type,
2 relays per cluster using L†T pilot tones
Same conditions as above,
CDM-F type
Same conditions as above,
1 cluster pair
N = 32, L = 3, NR = 8, FDM type,
2 cluster pairs, 2 relays per cluster
using LT pilot tones
N = 32, L = 3,
NR = 8, CDM-F type,
2 cluster pairs,
2 relays per cluster
using LT pilot tones

cluster n
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

|ai | = constant ∀i within each case and |ai | = |bi |.

Pilot Set (Jl = pilot tone index set for Cl and cl [k ∈ Jl ] = corresponding pilot sequence)
J0 = {2, 10, 18, 26}, c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 }
J1 = {3, 11, 19, 27}, c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 }
J0 = {2, 3, 10, 11, 18, 19, 26, 27}, c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 }
J1 = {2, 3, 10, 11, 18, 19, 26, 27}, c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {a1 , −a2 , a3 , −a4 , a5 , −a6 , a7 , −a8 }
J0 = {2, 10, 18, 26}, c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 }
J1 = {2, 10, 18, 26}, c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {ja1 , ja2 , ja3 , ja4 }
J0 = {3, 9, 15, 21, 27}, c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 }
J1 = {3, 9, 15, 21, 27}, c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {ja1 , ja2 , ja3 , ja4 , ja5 }
J0 = {4, 10, 16, 22, 28}, c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 }
J1 = {4, 10, 16, 22, 28}, c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {jb1 , jb2 , jb3 , jb4 , jb5 }
J0 = {3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28}
c0 [k ∈ J0 ] = {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 , a9 , a10 }
J1 = {3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28}
c1 [k ∈ J1 ] = {ja1 , ja2 , ja3 , ja4 , ja5 , ja6 , ja7 , ja8 , ja9 , ja10 }
J2 = {3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28}
c0 [k ∈ J2 ] = {a1 , −a2 , a3 , −a4 , a5 , −a6 , a7 , −a8 , a9 , −a10 }
J3 = {3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28}
c1 [k ∈ J3 ] = {ja1 , −ja2 , ja3 , −ja4 , ja5 , −ja6 , ja7 , −ja8 , ja9 , −ja10 }
0

−1 H
QC2n y D .
Ĥ n,pair = F T (QH
C2n QC2n )

10

−1

Channel Estimation MSE

will yield complex channel gains. Two approaches can be
considered. The first does not force the channel estimate to
be real, and the estimator similar to (2) can be applied on
y D using the pilot matrix QCl according to the design in
Section II-C1. Its MSE takes the same form as in (3).
The second approach forces the estimate to be real, and
is adopted for the cluster pairing pilot scheme. Using an LS
estimator for hn,pair based on y D , we obtain the frequency
domain equivalent channel vector of the cluster pair n as

10

5 dB

−2

10 dB

10

15 dB

20 dB

−3

10

L pilots only
No pairing

−4

10

Pairing (Simu.)

(9)

Pairing (Theo.)

SNRD−R = 35 dB
k

−5

10

The channel estimate of each cluster inside cluster pair n is
respectively obtained as the real and imaginary part of (9):

The corresponding channel estimation MSE per cluster is
given by (19) (see the Appendix for details). Note that the
estimator (10) can also be used in tandem with TMRC-BF
without cluster pairing and the MSE will be similar to (19)
except without the terms in (14) corresponding to C2n+1 .
−1 H
Note that the term F T (QH
QC2n in (9) can be
C2n QC2n )
precomputed. The channel estimation for each cluster requires
a multiplication of N × N matrix and N × 1 vector. For M
relay clusters, the complexity is O(M N 2 ) for the existing
scheme [16] versus O( M/2 N 2 ) for the proposed scheme.
The computational complexity is reduced by half.
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In the simulations, N = 64, each channel is Rayleigh fading
with an exponential power delay profile, decreasing 3 dB per
tap. SNRD−Rk is the SNR of the pilots sent by the destination
to estimate hRk −D at the relays, and SNRRk −D is the SNR
of the pilots transmitted by the relays using TMRC-BF. Fig. 1
shows the channel estimation MSEs. NR = 6 relays are split
into two clusters. Channel length is L = 8. We first plot the
simulation MSE for a pilot design that only uses L pilots,
which experiences a severe error floor. Other pilot designs
use L†T pilots. Compared with the one without pairing, the
proposed cluster pairing design achieves 3 dB SNR gain at
low or medium SNRRk −D because its parameter space is LT
real channel taps as opposed to LT complex channel taps.
Better noise suppression is achieved. If SNRD−Rk is not high

10

SNR

20

R −D

(dB)

30

40

k

Fig. 1. Channel estimation MSE of the equivalent cluster channel gains with
and without pairing.

−1

10

CDM−F−Pairing
FDM−Pairing
CDM−F (complex est.)
FDM (complex est.)
CDM−F (real est.)
FDM (real est.)

−2

Channel Estimation MSE

Ĥ 2n,T = Re[Ĥ n,pair ] & Ĥ 2n+1,T = Im[Ĥ n,pair ]. (10)
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Fig. 2. Channel estimation MSE comparing CDM-F and FDM pilot designs
as well as real versus complex estimator.

enough, there is an error floor at high SNRRk −D . However,
even with a SNRD−Rk of value 5 dB below SNRRk −D , no
noticeable performance loss of the cluster pairing scheme is
observed. The analytical MSE from (19) is also plotted, which
agrees well with the simulation result of the pairing scheme.
In Fig. 2, we use NR = 4 relays with 2 antennas each which
are split into 4 clusters in order to test two pilot designs (CDMF and FDM) with and without cluster pairing as well as real
versus complex estimator. Here L = 3, each antenna uses LT
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pilot tones approximately cyclically equi-spaced in frequency.
For SNRD−Rk = 10 dB, the real estimator performs better
at low to medium SNRRk −D due to the reduction in the
estimation parameter space. At high SNRRk −D , the complex
estimator outperforms the others, but uses twice the pilot
overhead if compared with the pairing case. The FDM design
performs slightly better than the CDM-F design because the
FDM design uses null tones to eliminate interference while
CDM-F uses coding which is reliant on the properties of the
used cyclically equi-spaced pilot tones. The designs without
pairing have a slightly lower error floor than those with pairing
because the terms corresponding to C2n+1 in (14) will be zero,
but with a penalty of twice the overhead. The floors can be
removed by a proper setting of SNRD−Rk as shown in Fig. 1.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this letter we address channel estimation for OFDMbased DF relay clusters system with TMRC-BF used at the
relays. Based on the findings of channel length extension and
the real value property of the equivalent channel after TMRCBF, we propose a cluster pairing scheme with corresponding
pilot designs. The proposed scheme reduces both the pilot
overhead and the computational complexity by half. Simulation results suggest that, if the pilot SNR in acquiring the CSI
required for TMRC-BF is not smaller than 5 dB below the
pilot SNR during the TMRC-BF, the proposed cluster pairing
method maintains nearly optimal MSE performance. We also
observe that FDM design slightly outperforms CDM-F design.
A PPENDIX
We derive the channel estimation MSE for TMRC-BF with
our proposed cluster pairing scheme. The channel estimation
error at the relays is ε̃Rk,j = Ĥ Rk,j −D − H Rk,j −D , with
2
−1 H
ε̃Rk,j ∼ N (0, σR
F L (QH
F L ). Then, hn,pair is
D QD )
k,j
hn,pair = F H
T [H 2n,T + jH 2n+1,T + Ω2n + jΩ2n+1 ] (11)

where Ωl = Rk,j ∈Cl diag{ε̃∗Rk,j }H Rk,j −D . Rewriting the
estimator in (10) gives
Ĥ 2n,T = H 2n,T + Re[Ω2n ] + jIm[Ω2n+1 ] + nRe,D , (12)


−1 H
where nRe,D = Re F T (QH
Q
)
Q
n
C2n C2n
C2n D . (13)
Then the error correlation matrix for (12) is given by
1
∗
∗

C ε2n = E[nRe,D nH
F T R2n F H
]
+
T + F T R2n F T
Re,D
4

∗
∗

(14)
+F T R2n+1 F H
T + F T R2n+1 F T ,
where Rl 

1
N

Rk,j ∈ICl

E[E H
Rk,j C hRk,j E Rk,j ]

(15)

√
and E Rk,j = N F H
L diag{ε̃Rk,j }F T . The matrix E Rk,j is
an L × LT circulant time-domain matrix with L non-zero
values in each row. The expectation of E H
Rk,j C hRk,j E Rk,j
will be a diagonal matrix when the optimal pilot condition

−1
∝ I is met. The first L diagonal elements of Rl
(QH
D QD )
where Rk,j ∈ Cl are
L−p

σε2R
l=0
σε2R ,l
k,j

k,j ,l

σh2 R

k,j ,l+p

, p = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1,

(16)

where
is the lth element of the diagonal correlation
matrix of εRk,j , the time domain channel estimation error. The
last L − 1 diagonal elements are
L−1

σε2R
l=p+1

k,j ,l

σh2 R

k,j ,l−p−1

, p = L − 2, L − 3, . . . , 0.

(17)

From (13), we have


2
σD
−1 H
Re F T (QH
F T . (18)
C2n QC2n )
2
After substituting (16), (17), and (18) into (14), the MSE can
be found using
E[nRe,D nH
Re,D ] =

MSEĤ 2n,T = Tr[C ε2n ].

(19)
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